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ABSTRACT
Non-volatile particle emissions from a marine engine fueled by either diesel or natural gas (NG) blended with diesel pilot
gas were investigated via transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The most common particles (> 95% by number) were
soot aggregates. These “typical” aggregates exhibited primary particle diameters of 20.7 ± 1.9 and 26.9 ± 1.7 for 100 nm
aggregates when diesel and NG fuel were used, respectively. Highly non-uniform aggregates, with distinct groups of smaller
and larger monomers, were visible in all of the samples but occurred most frequently with diesel fueling at high loads. The
observed “atypical” particles included super-aggregates, small compact aggregates, spheres, mineral-like polyhedral
particles, and fibers. Such particles, although rare (averaging 3% by number, as calculated by counting the number of
particles for each type depicted in all of the collected images), were found in most of the samples and could have been
produced by a variety of mechanisms. For instance, the spheres (approximately 300 nm in diameter) most likely arose from
metals within the lubricating oil.
Keywords: Natural gas; Diesel; Transmission electron microscope; Primary particle diameter; Projected-area-equivalent
diameter; Marine exhaust.

INTRODUCTION
Carbonaceous aerosols such as soot have an impact on the
environment and human health (Janssen et al., 2011). They
are major contributors to radiative heating of the atmosphere
(Jacobson, 2010). Important sources of soot include internal
combustion engines, biomass burning, waste incineration,
house and forest fires, furnaces, and flares (Rockne et al., 2000;
Bond et al., 2004; Kazemimanesh et al., 2019; Popovicheva
et al., 2019).
In internal combustion engines, different operating
conditions, such as load, result in soot with different properties
and with different impact on the environment (e.g., Gent et
al., 2019). Diesel engines are popular due to their reliability,
power, and fuel economy, and the nature of its combustion
emissions has been deeply investigated (Zhu et al., 2005; Neer
and Koylu, 2006; Patel et al., 2012; Vyavhare et al., 2019).
However, diesel engine emissions are significant and are
expected to increase with vehicle population. This motivates
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the use of alternative fuel types for emissions reduction.
Natural gas (NG) is emerging as an attractive alternative
to diesel for marine engines due to its lower cost, lower soot,
CO2 and NOx (Sommer et al., 2019, Corbin et al., 2019)
emissions, and negligible sulfur content. There are relatively
few studies of soot emissions from NG combustion in marine
engines (Brynolf et al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2015; Lehtoranta
et al., 2019; Corbin et al., 2020) and even fewer that address
particle morphology (Moldanová et al., 2009; Popovicheva,
2009; Trivanovic, 2019). The environmental impact of soot
contained in marine emissions includes radiative forcing
(Bond et al., 2013), and detrimental effects on human health
(Sofiev et al., 2018) and the marine ecosystem (Mari et al.,
2014). An estimated 70% of shipping emissions occur within
400 km of coastlines, further increasing the particulate
matter (PM) emissions in populated areas and contributing
to local mortality (Corbett et al., 2007). Although the use of
NG in shipping will reduce many emissions relative to diesel
fueling, the increase in NG use for marine applications
(Korakianitis et al., 2011; Corbin et al., 2019) is a concern,
and it is important to understand the characteristics of the
emissions. Furthermore, NG has potential for serious GHG
emissions (CH4), and these need to be effectively managed
(Hesterberg et al., 2008).
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Particle morphology affects the physical properties of the
emissions and provides some clues to formation
mechanisms (Olfert and Rogak, 2019). Both the aggregate
size (characterized by projected-area-equivalent diameter,
da) and primary particle diameter (dp) are important. Fig. 1
shows an example of soot aggregate produced by a marine
engine burning NG with a small amount of diesel fuel as
pilot (at 11% load); here da and dp are represented as a dashed
blue and a continuous red circle, respectively.
Recent studies identify a clear correlation between the
two parameters where an increase in dp is linked with an
increase in da (Dastanpour, 2016; Baldelli and Rogak, 2019;
Olfert and Rogak, 2019). Eq. (1) characterizes this relationship
between da and dp, using two parameters. Here, dp,100 is the
primary particle size for an aggregate with a projected-areaequivalent diameter of 100 nm, and DTEM is characteristic
exponent.
 da 
d p  d p.100 

 100 nm 

DTEM

(1)

Several studies investigate this relation for soot produced
by different fuels (China et al., 2013; Dastanpour, 2016; Wang
et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2019; Olfert and Rogak, 2019;
Trivanovic et al., 2019). Trivanovic et al. (2019) investigated
the same dual-fueled NG-diesel engine studied in the present
paper. Two power laws fit, one applicable to soot generated
by diesel operation only (Eq. (2), and one for NG operation
only (Eq. (3)):
 da 
d p   22  1.5  

 100 nm 

0.41 0.06

 da 
d p   28  1.0  

 100 nm 

0.29  0.04

(2)

(3)

Olfert and Rogak (2019) derived a “universal” fit that
could be applied to soot produced by a variety of combustion
systems using non-premixed flames:
 da 
d p  17.8  

 100 nm 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the projected-area-equivalent diameter
(da), larger and dashed blue line, and the primary particle
diameter (dp), smaller and continuous red line. The image
represents one soot aggregate generated by a NG-fueled
engine at 50% load.
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0.35

(4)

However, explicit reporting of these relations between dp
and da is very recent and most prior work reports dp
independently of aggregate size. Table 1 summarizes recent
literature reporting TEM image analysis of soot from diesel
or a dual-fueled NG-diesel engine. A small number of studies
analyzed NG emissions (Anderson et al., 2015; Trivanovic,
2019).
Trivanovic et al. (2019) analyzed soot produced by the
same marine dual-fuel engine studied in this paper, but used
a different particle sampler and did barely consider the
effects of engine load on morphology or the presence of
atypical particles—although their existence is briefly noted.
Atypical particles refer to any sort of particle that differ from

Table 1. Primary particle diameter (dp) and projected-area-equivalent diameter (da) derived from transmission electron
microscope (TEM) images analysis and for engines using diesel or NG.
Study

Engine type

Lee et al., 2002
Zhu et al., 2005
Neer and Koylu, 2006
Mustafi and Raine, 2009

Diesel (heavy-duty, 4-cylinder)
Diesel (light-duty, 1.7 L)
Diesel (6-cylinder)
Diesel (single-cylinder)
Dual diesel and NG
Diesel (light-duty, 1.9 L)

Soewono and Rogak,
2011
Ajtai et al., 2016
Diesel (heavy-duty)
Nithyanandan et al., 2016 Diesel (single-cylinder)
Addition of NG
Lapuerta et al., 2017
Diesel (four-cylinder, 2.2 L,
direct-injection)
Trivanovic, 2019
Diesel
NG marine
* Values are extracted from plots.

𝑑
[nm]
0–50
240 ± 130
0–100
119 ± 34*
10–100
187 ± 163
20–80
123 ± 98
58–80 and 20–42 165 ± 49
6–8
118 ± 53

𝑑
[nm]
32 ± 6
26 ± 7
27 ± 7
25 ± 6
28 ± 7
29 ± 3

dp,100
[nm]
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

25–75
100
40 and 70
19–45

123 ± 84
350 ± 90*
390 ± 100*
NA

NA
21 ± 8
24 ± 9
23 ± 6

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

0–70
0–90

214 ± 38
191 ± 12

29 ± 2
34 ± 1

20.7 ± 2 0.42
26.9 ± 2 0.29

Load [%]

DTEM
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the typical appearance of soot aggregates. Some examples of
atypical particles observed in previous studies are aggregates
larger than a few micrometers, carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
(Lagally et al., 2012; Swanson et al., 2016), mineral-like
particles (Zhang et al., 2018), and oil droplets (Rönkkö et
al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2015; Xing et al., 2019). A few
studies focus on atypical particles generated by different
exhaust, such as diesel combustion (Jung et al., 2013; Rönkkö
et al., 2014; Zhang and Kook, 2015; Zhang et al., 2018;
Xing et al., 2019), gasoline (Xing et al., 2019), and NG
(Anderson et al., 2015). The lack of prior work on atypical
particles from natural gas engine combustion and the low
number of references analyzing atypical particles in any type
of engine are a reason for the focus of the present paper.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Engines and Sampling System
The engines and sampling methods are described by
Trivanovic (2019). Briefly, one of two 4320 kWh, dual-fuel,
four-stroke, nine-cylinder, compression-ignition engines on
a commercial in-use vessel was used. The engine has a
150 mm bore and 180 mm stroke and operates at a nominal
1500 rev min−1 with a maximum 80 kW output power. The
fuel used was diesel (ultra-low sulfur diesel), while the NG
was mostly composed by methane (90–92%) (Trivanovic et
al., 2019). The engine operated with both NG and diesel
fuel; the diesel pilot generates about 2% of the energy at high
load and 10% of energy at low loads, with the remainder of
the energy coming from the NG ignited by the diesel pilot
combustion. For the idle condition, the diesel accounted for
more of the fuel energy. Even though we are not certain of
what the proportion is at idle, we assume that it is more
diesel that NG since there is a minimum amount that the
diesel injector can inject.
Emissions were sampled on board the vessel through a
port in the engine exhaust system. The sampling and dilution
system were in accordance with ISO 8178-1 and is described
in full by Corbin et al. (2019). Of about 60 L min−1 of
diluted sample flow, 1 L min−1 was sampled through a 2 m
long sampling line to an electrostatic precipitator (ESPnano
Model 100; DASH Connector Technology, Inc.), which
sampled particles at 100 cm3 min−1 onto an amorphouscarbon-coated copper TEM grid. Engine was operated with
just diesel or diesel/NG and some duplicates were taken.
Morphology Characterization
A Hitachi H7600 transmission electron microscope (TEM)
was used to image soot aggregates. This TEM unit, thanks
to a 20 kV tungsten filament, was capable of 0.35 nm pointto-point resolution when utilizing a liquid nitrogen cold
finger. The H7600 TEM was equipped with a side-mounted
AMT XR50 CCD camera. Magnification values ranging
from 8 to 100 k× were used to account for different sizes of
aggregates.
Images for each sample were analyzed using the pair
correlation method (PCM) (Dastanpour, 2016; more details
in Supplementary Information [SI]). This code was also
used by Trivanovic et al. (2019). Between 40 and 75 images

were analyzed for each sample. Each sample is defined as
one grid; different grids are used for the same operating
conditions in order to obtain a more statistically appropriate
approach. Additionally, 8–15 images were taken in 5 different
areas of the grid, as shown in the SI. The aggregates were
randomly selected by scanning the 5 different areas manually.
Samples of particles were collected for a variety of engine
loads and fueling conditions (diesel or NG with diesel pilot).
Different load percentages are used for NG emissions (5, 11,
30, 50, 75, and 90%) and for diesel emissions (5, 25, 60, and
75%). The samples were categorized by the fuel used, NG
or diesel, and the load percentage (low for load ≤ 30%,
medium for loads > 30% and ≤ 60%, and high for loads
≥ 75%). A total of 13 samples, among which 10 differ in at
least one operating condition, were collected from NG
operation emissions, and 8 samples were generated from
diesel operation emissions. More information can be found
in SI (Table S1).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Typical Soot Aggregates
The typical structure of soot aggregates is well known
(Tree and Svensson, 2007) to be small primary spherules
combined in clusters with a fractal-like structure. Fig. 2
compares dp and da, according to engine operating condition
and fueling. The data points indicate the average of all the
soot aggregates analyzed in each sample and the error bars
indicate the 95% confidence interval around these means.
The curve fit is obtained from a linear fit in log-log space to
all of the individual aggregate measurements. Results from
other research studies are also shown as a comparison. The
power law fits are obtained using Eqs. (2) and (3), for diesel
and NG emissions by Trivanovic et al. (2019), and Eq. (4)
for a “universal” fit by Olfert and Rogak (2019). The
consistency of results for diesel and NG in this engine could
support the hypothesis (Corbin et al., 2019) that in NG mode
the soot particles originate from the diesel pilot fuel, rather
than from the NG. However, a larger dataset and additional
experiments using other engines would confirm such
hypothesis. Higher engine loads generate higher average da
and dp, which is clear in the averages plotted in Fig. 2 but
not in the sample images of Fig. 3. Lapuerta et al. (2017)
recognize a minor influence of the impact of the load to the
distribution of dp for diesel soot. The engine load is known
not to directly affect the soot formation and oxidation.
Instead, this is the result of changes in in-cylinder conditions
(temperature, local and global air-fuel ratio, charge motion,
and turbulence) (Virtanen et al., 2004). Collection time did
not have a significant influence on dp and da (Fig. S2).
Our curve fits in Fig. 2 are represented by the equations
below for diesel and NG emissions (R2 = 0.99), respectively:
 da 
d p   20.7  1.9  

 100 nm 

0.42  0.05

 da 
d p   26.7  1.7  

 100 nm 

0.29  0.08

(5)

(6)
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(b)

Fig. 2. Relationship between the primary particle diameter and the equivalent-projected-area diameter for (a) NG and
(b) diesel emissions. Data point represents the average of each sample listed in Table 1. The 95% confidence interval is
shown by the error bars. The red dashed line represents the marine engine using diesel and NG (Trivanovic, 2019) and the
dotted blue line represents the universal fit presented in Olfert and Rogak (2019).

Fig. 3. Images of typical soot aggregates generated by a marine engine operated on NG with diesel pilot fuel (top row) and
on diesel fuel (bottom row).
These fitting parameters are not significantly different
from those reported by Trivanovic et al. (2019) for an
independent analysis of particles from this same engine, but
are significantly different from the “universal fit” of Olfert
and Rogak (2019), which included data from many lowpressure burners as well as compression-ignition engines.
In Fig. 3, typical soot is shown for the low, medium, and
high engine load. The ring structures of soot aggregates
identified by Baldelli et al. (2019), where monomers form a
closed loop within the aggregate, cannot be positively identified
without 3-D tomography, but it appears to be present in the
images of Fig. 3 for NG (medium and high loads) and diesel
(high load).
Atypical Soot
Soot with Non-uniform Primary Particles
Aggregates with some primary particle size variation
within aggregates have been analyzed, Fig. 4. In some cases,
these variations are extreme, but it is clear that primary

particle diameters are uniform within large portions of the
aggregate, as highlighted in Fig. 4. The red, blue, and green
circles identify primary particle with large, medium, and
small average primary particle diameter. Some previous
references reported TEM images containing soot aggregates
with a non-uniform distribution of primary particles; however,
a size distribution was not reported (Neer and Koylu, 2006;
Ushakov et al., 2013; Kook et al., 2016). For diesel at 75%
load, 30 out of 75 images contained aggregates composed of
primary particles with different diameters or containing
aggregates with significantly different average primary
particle diameters.
An interesting observation is that the group with the
smallest primary particles appear at the outer edge of the
aggregate in about 60% of the images containing soot with
non-uniform primary particles. The loading density on the
grids was sufficiently low that we are seeing the effect of
coagulation rather than seeing multiple aggregates sampled
on top of each other.
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Fig. 4. Images of non-uniform primary particles within aggregates in typical soot aggregates generated by a marine engine
operated on NG with diesel pilot fuel (top row) and on diesel fuel (bottom row). For the NG case, the loads of low, medium,
and high correspond to 10, 50, and 90% loads, respectively. For diesel, the corresponding values are 25, 50, and 75%. Red,
blue, and green circles identify dispersion of small-, medium-, and large-sized primary particles. The number connected to
these circles identifies the average primary particle diameter in nm.
Super-aggregates
Both fueling conditions occasionally produced super-micron
aggregates (“super-aggregates”; Kim et al., 2006; Chakrabarty
et al., 2012). Here, we classify as a super-aggregate any
aggregate with da three times the average for the related fuel
and load condition. Occasionally aggregates exceed 6 microns
(Fig. 5), possibly the result of wall shedding (Timko et al.,
2009), but formation through coagulation is possible. In
general, the super-aggregates have a lower aspect ratio than
typical smaller aggregates. Restructuring after post-flame
coagulation is a plausible mechanism for producing large

Fig. 5. Examples of “super-aggregate” particles produced
by NG and diesel at different loads. These particles show a
projected-area-equivalent diameter that is at least three times
larger than the average projected-area-equivalent diameter
for the related case.

compact structures; in this case the bonds between components
of the aggregate would be weak relative to the large Brownian
forces. Super-aggregates are visible in images for NG and
diesel operation; however, a larger fraction of images contain
super-aggregates for diesel operation (more details in
Section 3.4).
Small Compact Aggregates
The largest aggregates appear unusually compact (with no
or few internal voids in the TEM images of soot aggregates),
but so do some smaller aggregates, shown in Fig. 6. Previous
studies show particles with a similar appearance (Xi and
Zhong, 2006; Liati and Eggenschwiler, 2010; Barone et al.,
2012; La Rocca et al., 2013; Xing et al., 2019) and the
compaction is hypothesized to occur upon either the
condensation or evaporation of volatile material (Zangmeister
et al., 2014). Here, such compacted aggregates were mostly
observed for diesel operation at high loads; in the case of
diesel at 75% of loads, 10 out of 75 images contained one or
more compacted aggregates.
Most of the small compact aggregates have distinct
primary particles. Such aggregates are frequently mentioned
in the literature (Virtanen et al., 2004; Bambha et al., 2013;
Xing et al., 2019). Some speculate that these regular compacted
aggregate are due to the high presence of oxygenated
hydrocarbons (Lu et al., 2008; Miljevic et al., 2012) or
sulfuric acid (Khalizov et al., 2009; Henning et al., 2012;
Pei et al., 2018). These compacted aggregates may have high
hygroscopicity affecting cloud formation (Pei et al., 2018).
A few small compact aggregates have no distinct primary
particles and are denoted here as “fused,” shown in Fig. 6
within red circles. These are found in only 7 images (out of
a total of 753) and they are, thus, a very minor group. They
appear similar to some examples shown in Xing et al. (2019)
for a port-fueled gasoline engine; these authors suggest the
source of particles is lubricating oil.
Non-soot Atypical Particles
The sections above discuss variations of soot aggregate
morphologies. Below we consider less common types of
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Fig. 7. Images of the atypical particles named “sphere.”
These particles are found in emission from natural gas (NG)fueled engine at 5% load, diesel-fueled engine at 25% load,
and diesel-fueled engine at idle.
Fig. 6. Examples of the small compact aggregate particles.
These particles are found in emission from natural gas (NG)fueled engine at 5 and 10% load, and in diesel-fueled engine
at idle and 60 and 75% load. Red circles identify “fused”
cases where it is difficult to visualize the primary particles.
particles rarely discussed in the literature. Artifacts from the
sample collection (ESPnano) cannot be completely ruled
out, but there are no reports of such artifacts in the literature.
Spheres
Spheres are visible in the samples from NG operation at
5% load, and diesel operation at 25% load and idle. The
highest number of cases observed are, however, for emissions
of diesel engine at idle (estimated at 5%) where 6 cases are
imaged, as shown in Fig. 7 highlighted with red circles. In
case of emissions of NG at 5% and of diesel at 25%, about
5 and 2% of the images contained spheres, respectively. For
diesel operation at idle (5%), about 5% of the images
obtained contained one or more spheres. Independent of the
fuel, these spheres have diameters from 190 to 350 nm.
Furthermore, in most of the cases visualized (67%), these
spheres are overlapping or located in the same spot as an
aggregate. Some 33% of spheres are visualized far from any
aggregate, as shown in Fig. 7.
Xing et al. (2019) and Rönkkö et al. (2014) identify
similar particles, showing a spherical shape and containing
mainly Ca, P and O. In both these cases, the formation rate
of soot was extremely low because in the first study a portfueled gasoline engine was used, and in the second case the
engine was motored (i.e., there was no combustion). It is
well known that large amounts of unburned lubrication oil
are emitted by diesel engines compared to NG-fueled engines,
comprising 95% of the total volatile emissions (Sakurai et
al., 2003). Alternatively, this lubrication oil may undergo
partial combustion. It is therefore most likely that the observed
spheres originate from lubrication oil. These spheres are the
most common type of non-soot particle found in emissions

of heavy-duty diesel engines, and are higher at the idle
running state (Rönkkö et al., 2014).
Mineral-like Particles
A few samples contained small, very dark particles
identified by strong electron scattering typical of metals or
minerals. These “mineral-like” particles are shown in Fig. 8.
In particular, the cases of 5, 10, 30, and 75% loads with NG
show mineral-like particles for about 5% of the images
collected. For 25 and 60% loads with diesel show 10% of
the images containing some mineral-like particles. The case
of diesel emissions at 25% load contains the highest count of
this type of particles. Mineral-like particles were occasionally
mixed with soot; in up to 90% of the images with minerallike particles, they are spread over a large area of the grid.
In addition, mineral-like particles are surrounded by a darker
gray area indicating the presence of volatile organics (Bernard
et al., 2013). These areas are common in diesel- and gasolinefueled engines (Müller et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2017).
Mineral particles can be produced from fuel/oil additives
or contamination, and they are so rare that we cannot
conclusively determine their source here. However, we can
make a couple of hypotheses. If these mineral-like particles
are derived from the additives in the fuel engines, they are
oxides and thus insoluble in water. However, if the cause of
these minerals is the engine oil, a large quantity (possibly
above a few mg) of this oil would be needed to generate
large mineral-like crystals, 20–100 nm. Thus, oil as a source
of mineral-like particles is not probable. Zhang et al. (2018)
noticed particles with a similar appearance in exhaust from
residential coal burning. They notice that mineral-like crystals
of a large size can suggest an influence of water vapor from
the environment during collection or after deposition (Li et
al., 2011; Liu et al., 2017). Salt microparticles present in the
environment can deposit on the collection system or
substrate before or after collecting the engine emissions. In
addition, the mineral-like particles appear polyhedral and
spherical independently of the fuel type and load. Some
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Fig. 9. Images of the atypical particles named “fibers.”
These particles are found in emission from natural gas (NG)fueled engine at 30, 50, and 75% engine load.

Fig. 8. Examples of atypical polyhedral mineral-like particles.
These particles are found in emission from natural gas (NG)fueled engine at 5, 10, 30, 50, and 75% load, and in dieselfueled engine at 25 and 75% load. Red circles identify
examples of single mineral-like particles.
previous studies identify polyhedral and spherical particles
deposited in samples collected from the environment and
with high sodium (Na) content (Xing et al., 2019). Sodium
containing particles can lead to different types of morphology
according to their formation process that is mostly influenced
by temperature, humidity, and solute/water ratio (Baldelli
and Vehring, 2016a; Baldelli and Vehring, 2016b; FerrazAlbani et al., 2017). In general, the longer the time these
salts are in contact with water vapor and the larger the crystals
size grows (Baldelli et al., 2016; Azhdarzadeh et al., 2016).
Consequently, the mineral-like particles visualized in this
project are estimated to be derived from the environment.
However, most of the air directed to the engine is filtered,
reducing the possibility of an infiltration of salt from the
environment of the engine, most likely sea salt. Therefore,
there could be rather an infiltration in the collection system
or a presence of impurities on the collected substrate.
Fibers
Fibers were observed only in samples from NG operation.
Higher loads show the highest percentages of fiber numbers
(Fig. 9). Some fibers were surrounded by spheres with
darker gray tones, which indicate the presence of volatile
organics (expected since the majority of particle emissions
from this engine were volatile organics; Corbin et al., 2019).
In other cases, these fiber particles are visible while
embedded in a large soot aggregate or in a disordered and

clustered area of the sample (Fig. 9). In addition, several
fibers are embedded with small soot aggregates; in most of
the cases, these fibers are separated by soot aggregates. Fiber
particle are the least common for NG emissions (7 images
out of 1025) and totally absent in diesel emissions. Based on
previous work by Jung et al. (2013), Lagally et al. (2012)
and Swanson et al. (2016), these fibers are most likely
carbon nanotubes, presumably formed with aid of iron
particles derived from wear or lubricant additives (Okada et
al., 2003). A similar study shows that Fe-bearing NPs,
produced by vehicles, can be composed of magnetite, hematite,
and goethite. Particles composed of goethite appear very
similar to the example shown in Fig. 9 at NG 30% load
(Gonet and Maher, 2019).
Frequency of Particle Types
Table 2 shows the frequency of each type of particles
encountered in the samples taken for NG and diesel operation.
A higher number of particles were imaged for NG emissions
(1025) compared to diesel emissions (633). In any case, the
typical soot aggregates represent the majority of the recorded
particles. The frequency represents the percentage of a type
of particle with respect to the total number of aggregates and
particles manually counted in all the images recorded. The
number of each type of particle is obtained by manually
counting the number of particles of each type contained in
all the images collected. The number of images collected per
engine condition varies between 40 and 150 images.
Some particle types (e.g., super-aggregates, small compact
aggregates) typically show only one of that type per image.
However, for other types (e.g., fibers), an image will have
multiple particles of that type, possibly introducing a positive
bias in the observed frequency. On the other hand, such as for
mineral-like particles and fibers, the identification of particles
was challenging due to low contrast, low magnification,
and/or the weak difference in grayscale between the particles
and the background, which would result in underestimates
of the frequency for these particle types.
As shown in Table 2, diesel emissions contain the highest
number of atypical soot aggregates, while NG emissions
produce the highest number of other types of particles, such
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Table 2. Percentages of each type of particle by fuel type and load category. The number of aggregates counted is
reported (N).
Type of particles
Typical soot
Atypical
soot
Atypical
non-soot

Non-uniform primaries
Super-aggregates
Compacted
Sphere
Mineral-like
Fibers

NG (N = 1025 particles)
Low
Medium
High
(N = 375) (N = 455) (N = 195)
59.1
58.5
67.5
14
13
16
6.6
0.8
6.0
10
7.4
7.9
1.4
6.8
0
5.7
12
2.1
3.2
1.5
0.5

as sphere, mineral-like, and fibers. Non-uniform aggregates
dominate in high loads of diesel, while mineral-like particles
are elevated in medium loads of NG. Fiber particles are not
present for diesel operation and spheres are contained only
in cases of low loads of NG. These patterns are least partly
explained by the much higher soot emission for diesel
fueling, which will result in more coagulation between soot
particles (Trivanovic et al., 2019), as well as lower fractions
of non-soot particles. We note that for the rarest atypical
particles, zero observations do not necessarily indicate zero
abundance of those particles.
CONCLUSION
Typical and atypical soot aggregates and atypical nonsoot aggregates produced by an engine dual-fueled by NG
and diesel were examined via TEM. The relation between da
and dp exhibited by the typical soot particles provided fitting
parameters that reproduced the values from independent
work on the same engine model within 95% confidence
intervals. Comparing our results with those in a previous
study, differences in collection procedure and microscope
operation generated an average difference of 7% in the
primary particle size. Higher engine loads slightly tended to
produce larger aggregates and larger primary particle sizes,
and the averages for each load closely followed the
correlations fitting the individual aggregate data.
The atypical soot particles were identified and counted,
and their potential sources were suggested. Non-uniform
soot aggregates, which displayed clearly different average
primary particle sizes for different regions of an aggregate,
were also identified and were attributed to the coagulation
of pre-existing aggregates following combustion; these
aggregates were more common in the diesel samples.
Additionally, super-aggregates and compact aggregates were
observed and attributed to wall shedding or coagulation, and
the evaporation of volatile organics or possibly water during
emission or sampling, respectively. All of these soot
aggregates were considered to have originated from the
diesel fuel (as either the main fuel or the pilot fuel).
Atypical non-soot particles were detected during both NG
and diesel operation, and their sources were investigated by
referring to the literature. In the cases of low or medium
loads with NG, fibers possessing the same morphology and
appearance as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) reported in

Diesel (N = 633 particles)
Low
Medium
High
(N = 103) (N = 270) (N = 260)
49.8
38.2
21.2
21
46
51
2.9
13
6.1
18
1.3
21
0
0
0
8.3
1.5
0.7
0
0
0

previous engine emission studies were observed. Minerallike particles, either from contaminants or fuel/oil additives,
were very rare, but some of the observed spheres may have
been generated by ash formed from elements (Ca and P) in
the lubricating oil.
Overall, the atypical particles comprised a small fraction
of the total particles; thus, they would not have significantly
influenced the extensive properties of the observed aerosol.
Our quantification of these particles therefore increases our
confidence in our earlier conclusions that the emissions of
this NG engine are dominated by soot and volatile organic
compounds. However, future atmospheric studies may find
the presence of these atypical particles to be useful in tracing
marine engines or NG combustion sources. Furthermore, the
influence of such particles is not yet fully understood and
may warrant a more dedicated investigation.
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